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INTRODUCING OURSELVES



Topic (and research)

Structure

Words
*

*Thanks to NOAA for bringing my childhood memory back to life online: https://games.noaa.gov/mix_match/

https://games.noaa.gov/mix_match/


Topic (and research)

Structure

Words

Market 



• 5 stickies

• 5 minutes

• GO!

HOW WOULD YOU
CATEGORIZE
THESE BOOKS?

Fiction / Nonfiction

Picture Book / Chapter Book / 

Young Adult

Lyrical, Inquiry, Informative

Trade / Educational



CATEGORIZE LIKE AN EDUCATOR
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http://minds-in-bloom.com/free-informational-text-structures/


OR, LIKE MELISSA STEWART

http://celebratescience

.blogspot.com/2017/12

/behind-books-

nonfiction-family-

tree.html

http://celebratescience.blogspot.com/2017/12/behind-books-nonfiction-family-tree.html


HOW DO I CATEGORIZE?

Know the environment you are venturing into!

• Read 100 recent books.

• Select publishing houses that stand out.

• Close read everything you can by those 
publishers. 

“Edited By” page 93 in The Book. Do they 
want science process? Science fun fact? 
Beauty of nature? Mystery of science? 



Photo Credit: Scott Shaw

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Figures-1-4-1-

Host-caterpillar-of-Meteorus-rugonasus-Pteronymia-

zerlina-Hewitson-1_fig1_26678459

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Figures-1-4-1-Host-caterpillar-of-Meteorus-rugonasus-Pteronymia-zerlina-Hewitson-1_fig1_26678459


•Topic/ Research 

•You need a strong set of legs, or 

you’re going to fall over. 



TOPIC/ RESEARCH

Get as close to the source 

as you can. 



CASE STUDY: MUDSKIPPERS



Could add:

…for children age 5-8…

…thank  you for helping 

raise the next generation 

of ecologists…





VIDEO OBSERVATION: QUESTIONS TO 
CONSIDER

• What else is present besides your subject?

• What’s in the background? 

• What sounds do you hear?  

• What could you infer that you can check with your source? 

(the mud looks smooth—is it? Or is it gritty?)

• Describe what’s going on without trying to use good writing. 

Just capture the essence.

• List active verbs you could use. 

• List other fun words or phrases that come to mind. 

• What does it remind you of? What could you compare it to?



OneNote 

(app version)







SOME SCIENCE WRITING ETHICS

• Don’t get ahead of peer review. 

• Spend some time with the study. 

• How big was the sample size?

• Do the results look meaningful?  (not just “statistically significant”)

• How does it fit with other research in the field? (look for review articles and opinions of other 

researchers in the field)

• Don’t get caught in a need for false equivalence.

“Science writers should support the healthy exchange of views and opinions in 

science, but also realize when scientific principles are no longer questioned by the 

majority of reputable scientists involved.” (National Association of Science Writers code of 

ethics)



•Structure

•Great ideas in the wrong shape 

don’t work.



MANY WAYS TO THINK ABOUT 
STRUCTURE
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THIS IS A ROCK.



WHAT MOST OF MY CLUNKERS ARE 
MISSING…

Big Ideas – Head Stuff Universal Themes = Heart Stuff



COMMON DEVICES

• Circular

o Natural Cycles

o Seasons

• Known sequence 

o Through the day

o Alphabet

o Numbers

• Opposites

• Known to Unknown  

o Unknown to Known

• Narrative sequence



BEAUTIFUL BOOKS 
MELD  BIG IDEAS & 
UNIVERSAL THEMES



A JOURNEY



GETTING PRACTICAL

Concept mapping app

“Total Recall”





•Words

•Don’t give up until you 

have caught the perfect 

text.



WORDS, WORDS, WORDS

Writing for 

Comprehension

Writing with Great 

Language



WRITING FOR COMPREHENSION



Somerset Draw with Durham Hands Notts the Title

After bowling the home side out for 320, Somerset were left needing 
181 from 17 overs to guarantee the title. But, at 48-3, the chase was 
abandoned at Chester-le-Street and a draw agreed. 

Fired-up Notts then took the three Lancashire wickets they required 
at Old Trafford to pick up a sixth bonus point and break Somerset hearts. 

Eventually, Trego had Scott Rushworth caught behind and Benkenstein
was caught at slip by skipper Marcus Trescothick off Charles Willoughby to 
set up the Somerset chase. 

They went to the crease not knowing if a draw would be good enough 
to hold off Notts and immediately lost Kieswetter, promoted up the order, 
when he was bowled by Somerset old boy Blackwell.



US Fish and Wildlife

Young California Condor 



x
“I would think the people would be afraid 
when the condor was THERE.” 

Image courtesy NSF

“Some people were afraid the 

condor would soon be gone.”



MORAL OF THE STORY

Be aware of what knowledge you 

are assuming your audience has. 

Take the time to explain further 

if needed.



Symbiosis

Parasitism

Ticks and Dogs
Tongue-eating 
sea louse and 

fish

Commensualism

Remora and 
shark

Cattle egret and 
cow

Mutualism

Clownfish and 
anemone

Ants and Acacia



MORAL OF THE SECOND STORY

Move from specific examples to 

general ideas and from concrete 

information to abstract theory.



WRITING FOR GREAT LANGUAGE

Explain

• Capture 
the essence 
of my point 
as clearly as 
possible

Brainstorm

• Come up 
with words 
and phrases 
that would 
liven the 
language 
and fit with 
my tone. 

Voice

• Rewrite the 
point using 
some of my 
brainstorm 
language



ACTIVITY

For this book, decide on:

• 2-3 adjectives that describe the tone or 

voice of the text

• 2-3 words or phrases that illustrate why 

you chose those adjectives



Words.

Structure.

Topic.

Marketplace.

You can do it!



SCIENCE WRITING RESOURCES

• STEM Tuesday Blog: http://www.fromthemixedupfiles.com/category/stem-

tuesday/

• Interesting Nonfiction For Kids: http://inkthinktank.org/

• Melissa Stewart's Blog: http://celebratescience.blogspot.com/

• The Open Notebook: https://www.theopennotebook.com/

http://www.fromthemixedupfiles.com/category/stem-tuesday/
http://inkthinktank.org/
http://celebratescience.blogspot.com/
https://www.theopennotebook.com/


CONNECT WITH US!

www.HeatherLMontgomery.com

Heather Montgomery
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